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Make CargoBikes eligible in Municipal subsidies

Recommendations

1. Justify budget with outcomes

2. Communication is key, and shop owners 
are good partners

3. Make sure the process is well thought and 
fast on verifying applications and process 
money retribution (refunding).

Outcome

To overcome one of the main problem about

cargo bikes, according to Lisbonites (initial

investment), Lisbon municipality created two

municipal financial schemes (PAAB), one in

2020 and another in 2021. CCCB worked on the

inclusion of cargo bikes in those schemes.

PAAB 2020: total cargo-bike funding = 5.500€

(max 500€ per electric CB)

PAAB 2021: total cargo bike funding = 26.800€.

(max 500€ per electric and 300€ per non electric

CB).

Impact

PAAB 2020: 11 got funded. Refunding in 15

days.

PAAB 2021: 51 Electric and 1 conventional (non

electric) cargo bikes. Refunding in 30 days. In

total 63 cargobikes were bought in Lisbon, due

to funding.

Process

1. Make a benchmark analysis for municipal 

subsidies for cargo bikes.

2. Make a market study for cargo bike prices.

3. Make a proposition for a proper value to be 

assigned to cargo bikes in a municipal 

subsidy scheme.

4. Contact local vendors and create a Seller’s 

network. They will be your first part of the 

process, making sure the purchased cargo 

bike is eligible for the subsidy (standard 

message on the invoice). Make a logo, 

create a stamp and make them wear it on 

their stores.

5. Make sure there’s a simple and fast way for 

users to submit the information for 

application.

6. Make a good communication in website, 

streets and through your local seller’s 

network

7. Have a prepared team to check all 

applications fast.

8. Depending on how your local municipality 

handles subsidies, make sure all the 

process is well oiled. Users tend to prefer 

when they got their subsidy fast.

9. Have updated information on subsidies 

granted and total amount still available on a 

website. 

Municipal Subsidies for cargo-bikes
LISBON 

Contact: 

Gonçalo Pais | goncalo.pais@cm-lisboa.pt

This budget works in many
levels: good for people, for shop
owners, for the environment,
safety, etc.

After subsidies to buy bicycles,
think on accessories, safety and
repairing vouchers

More bikes on the streets it’s
allways good
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Lisbon Municipality made a tender for a long-term rent (2 years) of 8 cargo bikes, that started in
December 2019. Six Reise&Muller and two Tern GSD were available for families to make a 21
days minimum period to get to know the real possibilities of a cargo bike on a daily basis. After
that experience families could evaluate properly the need to buy one for themselves. The
experience should be shared via Social networks using the project hashtags. An initial and a
final survey was conducted, in order to perceive the outcome of the experience.

Recommendations

1. Go for good, solid brands, don’t be cheap! 
These bikes will be heavily used.

2. Make sure you have mandatory insurance 
and other legal requirements

3. Create chat groups (whatsapp or other) and
exchange information with users

4. Cargo bike smiles are self-explanatory

Outcome

Since the beginning of the Try outs, 36 families
were able to experiment during a month or more
(21 days minimum) a cargo bike in their daily
routine. All of them were happy with the
experiment, considering seriously changing the
car, or some trips with a cargo bike. Most
requests for the experiment are from friends of
those that have already been in the project.
Lot of information on user needs, namely safe
parking, insurance, cycling infrastructure
improvement, etc. from surveys.

Impact

Several families and some local merchants that
tried liked it so much that bought their one cargo
bike. In total 13 cargobikes were purchased
(36% success rate). Also, the long term try out
of a cargo bike to mobility deputy mayor put
these vehicles on the agenda. Getting to know
the vehicles, experimenting them on a daily
basis and feeling all the positive impacts of them
is a game changer.

Process

1. Make a tender to buy or loan cargo bikes
suited for families (make sure you have
maintenance covered and good locks)
2. Advertise in schools, Municipalities, to friends,
etc. that cargo bikes will be available for 1
month.
3. Deliver bikes and give small tutorial about
riding, safety and security matters.
4. Make people sign photo permits and
responsibility statement.
5. Make sure people advertise in Social
networks (use hashtags)
6. Make users fill surveys, in order to understand
what makes them like and dislike cargo bikes
and their needs
7. Follow the experiment closely.
8. When receiving bikes, make them talk about
the experiment, likes and dislikes and be ready
to answer all doubts.
9. Make sure you make proper maintenance of
cargo bikes between uses

Long term Cargo bike try outs
Lisbon

Contact
Gonçalo Pais | goncalo.pais@cm-lisboa.pt

Mouth to mouth is the best
advertisement

Consider national or local
subsidies to buy cargo bikes

Influencers, local politicians, and
decision makers must take part on
the experiment
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Show cargo bike capabilities for delivery services

Recommendations

1. Use the cargo bike as a marketing tool for the businesses.

2. Make sure you have a fast communication tool to provide testers with your expertise and help

3. It is important that the courier has some experience with bicycles in an urban environment.

4. Contact bicycle mechanics for a fast service in case of need.

Outcome

Try-outs allows a business owner to test a new

way of delivering goods without the initial

investment. Providing a significant time window

to test (from 2 to 6 months), allows business

owners to realize the impact for the business

and also some weaknesses to address if

implementing a cargobike for deliveries in the

future.

The CCB Lisboa team is collecting all the

information on the strengths and weaknesses

resulting from the 5 experiments during the last

year of the CCCB project (2021 and part of

2022) and creating a manual of good practices.

Impact

It’s important to have full disclosure of the

strengths and weaknesses of cargo bike

deliveries’ solution before publicizing and

implementing the solutions themselves. Having

the experience and the solutions to mitigate

problems beforehand it’s a plus on implementing

cargo bike deliveries.

Process

1. Make a tender to buy or loan cargo bikes 

suited for deliveries (make sure you have 

maintenance covered and good security lock)

2. Talk to commercial associations, small 

organic/local food groceries owners or local 

market responsible.

3. In big companies talk to the sustainability 

director. Normally it’s a good bridge to reach 

other departments.

4. Loan a cargo bike for an extended period of 

time.

5. Make sure you follow up closely, responding 

quickly to the user's questions and doubts.

6. Have testers to fulfill a questionnaire after the 

experiment

7. Collect all the information on a manual for 

future reference.

Cargo bike try-out scheme for

the comercial sector    LISBON

Contact

Gonçalo Pais | goncalo.pais@cm-lisboa.pt

Large effort on the
monitoring of the project
(doubts, difficulties, etc.)

Expect some investment in 
maintenance

Training on cargobike riding
and parking is key
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Aware raising presentation and cargo bike experimentation in schools

Recommendations

1. Make sure you contact schools before their 

year/semester/trimester planning.

2. Make sure you have a big and safe place to 

try the cargo bikes.

3. Be aware of kids attention span. 

Outcome

Cargo bikes are “funtastic” and kids love them.

Parents also like them and love to see their kids

happy. Making an awareness raising campaign

on a school is a well proven concept because

you’re making kids, parents and teachers to

foresee a better future.

Alongside with the local Parish, CCCB Lisboa

did cargobike workshops in two main schools in

Parque das Nações. A public and a private

school with more than 2000 alumni.

Impact

Children are our future. Impacting children and

making them aware of new things makes them

prepared to think in alternatives. Parents tend to

improve their lifestyle when thinking on the

future of their siblings. In Lisbon the 2

workshops created a list of 60 families that were

willing to participate in long-term

experimentations of cargo bikes. These one-

month period try outs, put 12500kms on our 8

cargobike fleet, and in the end 15 cargo bikes

were bought for personal use.

Process

1. Contact schools, preferably those you 

already work with. 

2. Propose a small theoretical (with lots of 

photos) and then a practical workshop with 

available cargo bikes to try, for kids and their 

parents and teachers.

3. Try to engage teachers, they’ll be your main 

point of contact/trust with parents.

4. Ask teachers the best time to have parents 

in school.

5. Make a fast and visual presentation, then 

move to the experimentation.

6. Have 2 or 3 helpers to teach and assist 

parents in the try outs. 

7. Ask parents to enrol on a long term try out of 

cargo bikes.

8. Ask kids to draw and write about what you 

show to them. Ask the teacher to follow up 

your work.

Workshops in schools and Kindergarden

LISBON

Contact: 

Gonçalo Pais | goncalo.pais@cm-lisboa.pt

Be aware that a cargo bike may
be harmed on first tries.

Start on 2 or 3 schools. You
might have loads of people
wanting to try cargo bikes
afterwards

More than knowing about it,
people must try to be convinced
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Create suitable on-street parking for CargoBikes

Recommendations

1. Use simple images

2. Complicated designs can be deterring to 

users and planners

3. Think on space for manoeuvres

Outcome

Cargo bike needs for parking exceeds the ones

for conventional 2 wheeled bicycles. Their bigger

size, lower frames and need to have more space

to maneuver ask different approach for on-street

short term parking amenities.

Lisbon municipality wanted to solve that problem

using conventional “U” shaped support for

parking . For that matter invited several Local

Heroes in order to co-create the best solution

possible. Together we’ve created what is

commonly known as a HotSpot: a parking

space for bicycles, free float eScooters and

cargobikes as well. It’s a simple design: using a

car parking space, we place 2 u-shaped

supports at the ends and leave a generous

space in the middle.

EMEL, the Municipal entity that manages

parking in the city contacted Lisbon Municipality

to make a similar proposal for enclosed and

secure parking for bicycles in subterranean car

parks in Lisbon. All of the 13 biciparks, as

they’re called, have cargobike dedicated parking

spots, similar to the HotSpots created on-street.

Impact

In October 2018 there were 300 parking spots

for bicycles in Lisbon, none specially made for

cargobikes. During CCCB project 404

“HotSpots” (july 2022) were created, from a

total of 1738 parking spots in Lisbon, perfect for

daily errands.

There are also 13 enclosed cargobike parking

facilities, allowing more than 60 cargobikes to

be safely secured overnight.

Process

1. Contact Local Heroes and ask them to bring 

their cargobikes

2. Choose a spot and bring supports (or similar 

items) to try with the bikes and the users

3. Listen to their feedback

4. Try to apply the best design

5. Use graphical signalling in order to people 

understand the purpose of the CB parking

Parking for cargo-bikes
LISBON

Contact: 

Gonçalo Pais | goncalo.pais@cm-lisboa.pt

Not a easy task to please all. 
You have to choose one.

If you use an allready in use 
support, it can be a lot
cheaper. 

A good way to scalate it
easily is to make it available
to other vehicles
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Foster communication between municipalities to promote the extension of the measures of the

project in the territory.

Recommendations

1. Think if a small gift to the ones that receive you

2.Be aware of possible constraints in their 

territories prior to the talk

3. Answer fast to posterior contacts

Outcome

With the full commitment of Lisbon Municipality,

a Peer to Peer communication of CCCB

measures was made. Lisbon’sMobility Deputy

Mayor Miguel Gaspar signed a document and

made a film challenging his peers of other

municipalities to consider cargobikes as a valid

mean of transportation in their territories. Using

a local hero initiative to promote cargobikes, a

CCCBLisbon Team as contacted and

exchanged this challenge to other 10

municipalities. N2challenge–the name of the

local hero initiative aimed to ride a cargobike by

a known ultra-distance athlete through N2, the

biggest single road in Europe, that cuts Portugal

in half from North to South.

In European Mobility Week, the same challenge

was set to 5 neighbouring municipalities.

Impact

Documents and Deputy Mayor’s film were

exchanged with other municipalities Mobility

Department politicians and technicians. The

word was spread. Lisbon was contacted by

several of those municipalities with interest on

benchmarking the CCCB experience.

Process

1. Make a proposal of official peer to peer

communication and present it to your Mayor or

deputy Mayor

2. Lookout for local Hero activities visiting

neighbouring territories.

3. Make a list of Peers in those territories

4. Also search for local heroes in those

territories

5. Make a first contact to ensure a meeting is set

and someone is waiting for you.

6. Present the communication to local peers and

make sure to take a photo for future reference.

7. Make them aware of local heroes

8. Arrange a way for future communication

Peer to Peer Communication

LISBON

Contact

GonçaloPais | goncalo.pais@cm-lisboa.pt

Be aware of Local Heroes
initiatives in other territories

Make use of online tools if you
don’t want to invest in 

presencial meetings

A bridge is made for future 
collaborations


